
Enabled by Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Windows* 8.1 
Creating a photo mosaic for tablets has never been easier. With the Instagram Lock Screen app by Dream Team 
Mobile, users can arrange their most treasured photos into custom creations. Or, they can stay current with 
automatic updates that include popular photos.

Featured on Intel® Atom™ tablets for Windows* 8.1, this new app provides a unique way for users to express 
their creativity and stay connected. Thanks to the interactive touch-capabilities of Windows* 8.1 tablets and 
their high-definition screens, users will delight in how easily they can create beautiful photo collections.

Instagram Lock Screen features:
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•  Allows users to directly access Instagram photos by connecting to personal accounts 
    through the app.

•  Enhances customized lock screens by allowing users to feature a gallery of favorite 
    and popular photos.

•  Enables users to configure regular updates to their photo mosaics.



Users Create Custom Galleries of Favorite Photos with the   
Instagram Lock Screen App 
The Instagram Lock Screen app makes it easy for tablet users to customize their devices with custom photo 
collections. Thanks to the superior high-definition screens and interactive touch capabilities of Windows* 8.1 
tablets, users easily design beautiful and up-to-date lock screens.

Instagram Lock Screen features:

Beautiful Photo Mosaics

Lock screens instantly become meaningful when users create custom 
photo mosaics.

Direct Connection 

App enables direct connection to personal Instagram accounts, making 
it easy to select photos and receive updates.

Personal Photo Selection

Settings allow users to feature collections comprised entirely of 
personal Instagram photos. Users can also include photos from the 
tablet’s photo album. 

Popular Photo Selection

Popular Instagram photos posted by others can be included in the tablet 
user’s lock screen mosaic.

Manual and Automatic Updates

Users can manually or automatically change the photos featured on 
their screens. Various automatic update options include: every 30 
minutes, hourly, daily or weekly.



Instagram Lock Screen 
Powered by Intel

Users of Intel Atom tablets 
for Windows* 8.1 can now add 
personal and creative touches 
to their lock screens with the 
Instagram Lock Screen app. 
The Intel® Atom™ processor, full 
HD high-resolution display and 
interactive touch capabilities of 
new Windows* 8.1 tablets make 
them perfect for showcasing this 
amusing app.
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To learn more visit 
http://software.intel.com/pams/tablet
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